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A hierarchy of classes HI of propositional formulas has been introduced by Yamasaki and Doshita 
(1983) and Gallo and Scutella (1988). The classes HI, have polynomially solvable satisfiability 
problem, and the basic class is the set of Horn formulas. We show that the k-resolution is complete 
and sound for H,, where k-resolution is a restriction ofordinary resolution, in that at least one of the 
parent clauses has at most k literals. Furthermore, we discuss to yhat extent the class of unsatisfiable 
formulas in H, and the class of unsatisfiable formulas for which a k-resolution refutation exists 
coincide. 
1. Introduction 
Several attempts have been made to define classes of propositional formulas in 
conjunctive normal form (CNF), which contain the set of Horn formulas, have 
polynomially solvable satisfiability problem and which are natural in a certain sense. 
Yamasaki and Doshita [6] have established a class H2 which strictly includes the set 
of Horn formulas. Gallo and Scutella [S] have built a hierarchy of cla+.s’es, where Horn 
formulas are the basic class and the second class is Hz. We shall show that the 
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satisfiability problem of the classes Hk can be solved by means of a bounded 
unit-preference strategy. A rather simple version of the strategy is to start with unit 
resolution, which means that one of the parent clauses is a clause with one literal. If 
the empty clause is reachable then we halt. Otherwise, we continue applying the 
resolution to the resulting formula, but one of the parent clauses must consist of at 
most 2 literals, and then with at most 3 literals, and so on. The algorithm halts if the 
empty clause or if the level t+ 1 is reached, where f is the number of atoms of the 
formula. 
Resolution where one of the parent clauses contains at most k literals is called 
k-resolution. We will show that a k-resolution can be used to decide whether 
a formula in Hk is satisfiable. In Section 4 we shall demonstrate that essentially more 
formulas can be decided by a 2-resolution as given in Hk. But, at the moment, no 
natural extension of the classes Hk is known to play the same role as Horn formulas 
for unit resolution [3]. 
2. Preliminaries and k-resolution 
A formula is a conjunction of clauses and a clause is a disjunction of literals. 
A literal is a propositional atom, called positive literal, or a negated atom. The set of 
atoms of a formula is denoted by atom(x). The set of satisfiable formulas is denoted by 
SAT. 
A k-clause is a clause consisting of at most k literals. A l-clause is called unit clause. 
A Horn clause is a clause containing at most one positive literal, and the set of Horn 
formulas is denoted by HORN. 
For a formula a and a set {L,, . . ..I_.} of literals, CL[{L,, . . ..L.)] is the formula 
obtained by removing each clause with literal Li and removing the literal 1 Li in the 
remaining clauses. As already mentioned in the introduction, the resolution, where at 
least one parent clause has at most k literals, plays a central role in the unit-preference 
strategy. The l-resolution is nothing else but the well known unit resolution and, 
therefore, complete for Horn formulas. The set of formulas with a k-resolution 
refutation form a strict hierarchy. If a k-resolution refutation exists then the unsatisfia- 
bility can be proved by the unit-preference strategy within k levels and vice versa. 
Definition 2.1. The k-resolution k-Res is as ordinary resolution where at least one of 
the parent clauses is a k-clause, i.e. contains at most k literals. 
3. Generalized Horn formulas 
Yamasaki and Doshita [6] have introduced a subclass of formulas which strictly 
contains the set of Horn formulas. We denote this class by Hz. 
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Definition 3.1. A formula x = (al, . . . , x, ) is in H2 if and only if 
(1) ~=/?~ucr~, pi is a Horn clause and oiLatom for 1 <ib n, 
(2) oi~cri+r for 1 <i<n- 1, possibly pi is empty. 
Arvind and Biswas Cl] have proved that the satisfiability problem H,nSAT is 
solvable in quadratic time and it is not known whether a linear-time algorithm exists. 
A simple observation shows that the unique-SAT problem for Horn formulas could 
be solved in linear time if H,nSAT would be decidable in linear time. 
It is well known that, for a satisfiable Horn formula r, the set of derivable positive 
literals can be computed in linear time by applying unit resolution to LY. The problem 
lies in dealing with negative literals. Now we assume that cx does not imply any 
positive literal. Then x has exactly one satisfying truth assignment if and only 
if xzlAIA...AIA,,, where A,, . . . . A, are the atoms in E. Thus, assuming 
1 AIA ... Al A, +r, it remains to decide x +1 A,A ... A1 A,. This is equivalent to 
the question whether 1 A (A 1 V ... VA,,) is satisfiable. Obviously, x A (A, V ... V A,,) 
belongs to Hz, because u is a Horn formula. Hence, a linear satisfiability algorithm for 
Hz would solve the unique-SAT problem for Horn formula in linear time. 
A canonical extension of the class H2 is to start with a formula x = {x1, , a,,} EH~ 
and a chain a: c ... E 0: catom(%) and to construct the formula 0 := (c(~uLT~, .., 
Q,~~*,~(,+l>..~~ q),. When performing this extension k times, we obtain formulas 
with k + 1 chains. Gallo and Scutella [.5] have introduced these’classes called Hk. They 
used another terminology but the definition given in [S] is equivalent to the definition 
of our classes Hk. 
Definition 3.2. H 1 := HORN and for a formula x = (rl, . , xn} and k > 1: 
sr~H,:othere exist cl, . . ..[~.satom(z): 
(1) QlC...Ga,, 
(2) for each 1 <id PI : Si = piuoi for some pi, 
(3) {~1-~1,...,~,--~}~Hk-1, 
where Ei-ci is the clause obtained by removing each literal LEoi in pi. 
We give in Fig. 1 an example of a formula in HJ: 
In [S], algorithms can be found for deciding H,nSAT in O(nk) time and whether 
a formula is in Hk can be solved again in O(n“) time. The classes Hk build a hierarchy 
with H,:=HORN, H~cH~+~ and UiHi=CNF. 
Next we investigate the relationship between k-resolution and the satisfiability 
problem for Hk. 
Theorem 3.3. A k-resolution is complete and sound ,for Hk, 
Proof. Let cx be a formula in Hk. Since the resolution is sound, it remains to prove 
s( Imu, if a$SAT. The proof is based on an induction on k. 
For k= 1, the k-resolution is the unit resolution and is well known to be complete 
for HORN. For k> 1, let a$SAT be given. Since x= (xl, . . ..Y.,}EH~, the formula can 
be described as in Fig. 2. 
Without loss of generality, we assume 0: G ... c-ok, and 0: =AV ... VA, for some 
atoms Ai. Let x[ {A 1 >] be the formula obtained by removing each clause with literal 
A 1 in x and removing each literal 1 A, in the remaining clause. Since SI is not 
satisfiable and x[{A,)] is in H,_,, there is a refutation r[(A,}] 1-u. 
Now we add the literal 1 A, to the clauses, where 1 A, has been removed. The 
resulting formula is denoted as z[ { Al ) ] (1 A,). Note that the formula 
r[jA,)](lA,) is a subformula ofcx. Then a[{A1)](~A,)~~A1 or the empty 
clause can be derived. By applying the k-resolution with sl and 1 A,, we can deduce 
r,=lAVlT VEVFVG 
x,=TAVTHVG VE 
r,=~E’dlG VAVB 
X,=lGVlP VAVBVCVEVF 
x,=TFVE VAVBVC 
T,=TGVTH VA 
H, 
Fig. I. 
Fig. 2. 
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a formula in Hk without any occurrences of positive literals A 1. Thus, we can delete 
the positive literals occurring in a:, . , ak,, and, finally, obtain an unsatisfiable 
formula x* in H k 1. _ By induction hypothesis, we get a* 1-u and, therefore, 
XtLXzU. q 
Because no k-resolution can be performed with formulas without the k-clauses, 
each formula in Hk without the k-clauses is satisfiable. 
Corollary 3.4. Each ,formulu in xcHk \vithout k-clause is satisjahle. 
The next theorem states that in general (k- l)-resolution is not sufficient to decide 
the satisfiability problem for Hk. 
Theorem 3.5. For each k> 1, there exists a,formula Qk, such that akcHk, @,$SATand 
ilot @k 1-u. 
Proof. For each k> 1 and atoms A,, . . . . Akr we define 
~k:=((A~“V”‘VAkE”-‘)I(t:O, . . . . &k-l)E{O, I}“], 
where 
Ao=lAi and A/=Ai for l<i<k. 
The formula @,, is unsatisfiable and, since no (k- 1)-clause occurs in Qk, there is no 
(k- I)-resolution refutation QD, 1-u. Thus, it remains to prove that $EH~. The 
formula can be divided into k- 1 chains and a Horn formula. 
ForOdjd2k-l andj=CFId e:‘2i,withcj~{0,1)-,aclause~j=(A$V...VA$l)is 
divided into oi:= (Ai) if & 1 = 1, and aij := empty otherwise, for 2 <i < k and 
~j’j:=~j-(~jzU”‘YOj,). 
Then we obtain 
(PO, . . ..Bz~--IJEHI 
{~ouO$J...uop, ...,p2L_1uCJ:k-1 u’..Ua?“-‘)EHi for 2<i<k 
and 
One weakness of k-resoluton depends on the computation of derivable unit clauses. 
For example, the formula g = ((AV 1 B), (1 A V 1 B)} is in HORN and implies the 
literal -IB. But there is no l-resolution deduction from x to -III. 
The next two examples show that satisfiable formulas in H2 can imply positive and 
negative unit clauses but these literals cannot be deduced by the 2-resolution. 
We define 
(BVAVF)} 
and 
Then @r + A and a2 +l A, but the 2-resolution cannot be applied with or and Q2, 
such that A and 1 A cannot be deduced by the 2-resolution. 
In general. we have to apply the (k + 1)-resolution with a formula in Hkr in order to 
deduce all derivable literals. 
Lemma 3.6. Let @J be a satisfiableformula in Hk and La literal with @ + L. Then there is 
a deduction @ 1-L. 
Proof. Let @ be a satisfiable formula in Hk, with @+ L. Then @u{lL} is not 
satisfiable and @u{l L) is in Hk. Therefore, there is a k-resolution refutation 
@ujl L) k u. We take the refutation but do not perform any resolution with the 
clause 1 L. Then the literal L remains in the clause and, eventually, a k-clause in the 
refutation has, in the modified deduction, a length k + 1. Hence, we obtain a deduction 
@tKGiGL. 0 
4. 2-resolution and H2 
In this section we shall discuss to what extent the 2-resolution and the class Hz 
coincide. First we show that a resolution strategy introduced in [6], to determine 
whether a formula in H, is satisfiable, is not as powerful as 2-resolution. Linear 
layered resolution is based on input resolution. 
An input-resolution deduction of CJ,, from a formula cx with top clause co in M is 
a sequence ~0,8~,~~,/j~,...,~~-~,lj~, on such that ui (called center clause) is a resol- 
vent of oi 1 and pi for 1 < i < n, and bi~cr. An input-resolution deduction is denoted as 
~oITGz~~, or ~hii~,. 
It is well known that the input resolution is complete for Horn formulas. 
A linear-layered-resolution deduction of u,,, from E with top clause 00, go kc,,, 
is a finite sequence of input deductions, such that, for clauses ~0 3a1 2 g2 2 ... 1 c,,, 
ru (0,) 
input deductions pi I= bi+ 1 exist, for O< i<n and O~EX. 
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Theorem 4.1. (Yamasaki and Doshita [6]). Af orrnula cx in Hz is unsatisfiable if and 
only if there is an LLRI refutation from a. 
Now we will prove that for each LLRI refutation there is a 2-resolution refutation, 
and we will give an example which shows that the 2-resolution is more powerful than 
LLRI. 
Theorem 4.2. There is a formula z with r k u but not U&U and, for each 
~~ECNF, ifabu then rxhu. 
In the proof, we will make use of the following characterization of the power of unit 
resolution. Let x be in CNF; then we have r I- u if and only if there exists 
a renaming f and a subformula x’s x, such that f (r’)EHORN and f (d) 1~ LJ. 
A renaming f is a mapping f:literal(sr)-tliteral(a) with f (L)E{L,lL} and 
f (1 L) zlf(L). Thus, a renaming f(a) sometimes replaces an atom A by its comp- 
lement simultaneously in the formula c(. The problem whether, for a formula 2, there 
exists a renamingf with f (r)EHORN is solvable in linear time [2]. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. For ~(ECNF with u b u, we have to show c( h u. First we 
prove the following property: 
Ifnotpbuand L &$ u then b&l L, for a literal L. 
If L/$$u then there is a l-resolution refutation to the empty clause 
/?u {L} b u, because of the equivalence of input and unit resolution. Hence, there is 
some renaming f and a subformula /?‘c p, with f (p')u{ f (L)} I- u and 
f (B’u{LJ)EHORN. Thus, we get f (/I') +lf (L). Since f(p’) is satisfiable, the unit 
clause if(L) can be deduced by 2-resolution, which means that f (fi') klf (L). 
Therefore, we obtain /l &l L. 
We suppose that there are clauses co 2 c1 2 ... 2 un, with 
We proceed by an induction on n. 
If n = 0 then u b u and, therefore, x 1~ u, and we obtain our desired result. 
Now we assume not r b u, which means that n> 1. Then we obtain a se- 
quence 00 t&i {L), and {L} t$$ u, for some literal L. 
Then, with the above-proved property, we obtain cx h1 L. Now we can reduce 
x by applying unit resolution to 1 L and x (the resulting formula is denoted by cx*) and 
1Ltoa ", . , CJ_ 1. This leads to the sequence 
By means of the induction hypothesis, we see 
2 b u. In order to show that the 2-resolution 
resolution, we define 
that x* [ (1 L] ] & u and, finally, 
is more powerful than linear layered 
The formula 2 is not in Hz and there exists no refutation rx & u, but there is 
a 2-resolution refutation r I= u. T 
In the following, we try to adapt the well-known theorems for unit resolution and 
Horn formulas to 2-resolution and H,. The first observation shows that formulas in 
H2 are not closed under 2-resolution, whereas Horn formulas are closed under 
l-resolution, i.e. for XEHORN, rr a clause, x &n implies that ~u(x)EHORN. 
A 2-resolution applied to the formula x= ((A VT Y,),(BVl Y,),(D V Y, V Y3), 
(YzV Y,V Y3))eH2 results in the clause (AVBVY,), but ru{(AVBVY,)i#H,. 
Hence, Hz is not closed under 2-resolution. 
The formula a:=~(1RiVDi),(RiV~Di)~ldi~4~u((AVR,VRz),(~AVR3VR4)J 
is not in Hz and is unsatisfiable. Furthermore, each proper subformula Z’CX is 
satisfiable. It is obvious that no renaming transforms x into a formula in Hz. Since 
E b u, the class Hz does not coincide with the 2-resolution via renaming. 
As of now, no syntactical extension K of the class Hz is known, such that 
XEKASAT if and only if there exists a renaming .f and a subformula a’~% with 
.f(a’)~K and .f(a’) I= u. 
5. Conclusion 
We have shown that the k-resolution can be used to decide the satisfiability 
problem for the classes Hk. Since there are formulas @ which are minimal, @ b u 
and no renamingfwithf(@)EH, exists, the set of formulas for which a 2-resolution 
refutation can be found is essentially greater than Hz. In order to close this gap and to 
characterize the k-resolution, one might look for a natural extension of Hz. 
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